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DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made
or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the authors assume liability
with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the information
contained in this publication.
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INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION IN OPERATIONS
AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

A report prepared by D.C. Donderi, A. Smiley, D.J. Ostry, and N.P. Moray, Human Factors
North Inc., under contract to the Atomic Energy Control Board. \
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ABSTRACT

A critical review of approaches to independent verification in operations used in nuclear power
plant quality assurance programs in other countries, was conducted for this study. This report
identifies the uses of independent verification and provides an assessment of the effectiveness
of the various approaches. The findings indicate that at Canadian nuclear power plants as much,
if not more, independent verification is performed than at power plants in the other countries
included in the study. Additional requirements in this area are not proposed for Canadian
stations.

RÉSUMÉ

Pour cette étude, on a procédé à un examen critique de méthodes de vérification indépendante
des opérations utilisées à l'étranger, dans des centrales nucléaires, dans le cadre de programmes
de contrôle de la qualité. On définit dans ce rapport les applications de la vérification
indépendante et évalue l'efficacité des diverses méthodes. Les résultats indiquent que l'on
effectue autant, sinon plus, de vérifications indépendantes dans les centrales nucléaires du
Canada que dans des centrales des autres pays visés par l'étude. On ne propose pas d'exigences
supplémentaires dans ce domaine pour les centrales canadiennes.
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SUMMARY

Independent verification means the inspection and confirmation by one person of work done by
another. In nuclear power plant (NPP) operations, independent verification means that one
person formally verifies the control action carried out by another person and then records the
verification. The purpose of this study was to learn how independent verification is used in the
routine operation of NPPs in countries with advanced nuclear technology. This information gave
us a basis to report on the appropriate use of independent verification in the Canadian nuclear
industry.

We visited two nuclear power plants in the United States, two in Canada, one in the United
Kingdom, one in Japan, and one in Germany. We also visited these regulatory and operating
agencies: the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Direction de la Sûreté des Installations
Nucléaires and Electricité de France in France, the Bundesam.pt fur Strahlenschutz and the
Technischen Ùberwachungs-Vereins Rheinland in Germany, and the Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate in the United Kingdom. We interviewed managers, safety officials and operators
about the use of independent verification in routine operations.

We found independent verification in the following situations: in operations where serious errors
had been previously committed, where there are no alarms that signal incorrect control settings,
where personal safety is at risk as in isolation before maintenance, where major areas of the
plant are isolated, where safety systems are returned on-line, where safety system controls are
changed during an operational test and there is no control state indication in the control room,
where the task is complex and the risk is high, during abnormal events and during start-ups.

Independent verification is used to protect personnel working on isolated systems, to guard
against unrecognized failures of safety systems, to guard against potentially serious errors, and
to ensure that complex tasks have been carried out correctly.

We regard independent verification as essential if either of the following conditions is true:
important control actions are not reflected in feedback about system status that can be observed
in the control room, or the verified action involves isolating or returning to service a system
which could be hazardous if not completely isolated or completely restored to service.

We do not recommend independent verification for routine operations when there is control
room feedback about changes in system status. We do not recommend it when operation errors
offer no immediate hazard to individual operators or to system safety. However, we recommend
that supervisors or quality assurance personnel sample performance of every operation and
procedure from time to time. Also, supervisors must use their own judgment to determine when
independent verification is needed to back up inexperienced personnel.
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Serious errors differ from trivial errors only in that circumstances combine to produce a serious
result in one case and a trivial outcome in another. Since the frequency of errors in different
activities of Canadian NPP operation is not known, we recommend that Quality Assurance
departments at each NPP develop an error database of incidents. The database will reveal
systematic problems that can then be resolved through training, through workplace redesign or
through changes in procedures.
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INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION IN OPERATIONS AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

1. Background

The Statement of Work distributed with the Request for a Proposal on "Independent Verification
in Operations in Nuclear Power Plants" states that "when verification inspection is performed,
there is often a lack of independence in the implementation of the process. On occasion,
supervision and independent verification activities are confused."

Human Factors North (HFN) was specific in defining independent verification when it responded
with a proposal to complete the work on this contract. The proposal read in part as follows:

"Independent verification is known to be the only effective way to maintain reliability in
safety-critical maintenance activities. Independent verification, as practiced, for example, in the
aviation industry, means that an appropriately trained person who is totally dissociated from the
performance or immediate supervision of maintenance work, inspects and certifies each
safety-critical maintenance job at several intermediate stages of the work. Certification means
that the inspector's signature on a permanent document, along with the maintainer's signature,
remains as a record of responsible commitment to the work as performed."

HFN distinguishes clearly among three kinds of activities in which more than one person
participates in the administration and completion of a task or series of tasks.

The first kind of activity is supervision. This is the normal role of superiors who both delegate
work to subordinates and take responsibility for that work. Supervision may mean, but does not
necessarily mean, that the supervisor is present at a work site to witness (and verify) activities
of the employees. Supervision can involve questioning a subordinate, reviewing the paper record
of a subordinate's work, responding to requests for help or advice, providing training, or - as
is often the case - completing payroll and vacation forms, authorizing expenses for safety shoes,
etc. Supervision may involve independent verification, but supervision is not independent
verification.

The second kind of activity, which is often a part of supervision, is authorization and
confirmation. Both of these paper activities involve signing work sheets. Authorization simply
gives permission for work to be done; confirmation simply acknowledges that someone else said
that the work was done. Many record-keeping and work-flow systems require authorization and
confirmation of documents either permitting work or listing work which is described as having
been completed. Neither authorization nor confirmation guarantees that the work has been done,
or that it has been done correctly. They are simply signatures on paper, not evidence of onsite
inspection.

The third kind of activity is cooperative work. Two people may cooperate to complete a job;
neither one nor the other, by the mere act of participating in the work, is independently verifying
the work of the other. Skilled workers, if they are on suitable terms, may very well correct each
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other's mistakes and oversights. But working cooperatively guarantees that independent
verification is not occurring, because the very definition of cooperation excludes independence.

Supervisors may, of course, do any or all of the things we have described: authorize work,
answer questions about it, cooperate in completing it, and sign a sheet indicating that it has been
completed. None of these things, individually or in combination, can be described as independent
verification.

Independent, in independent verification, means that the verifying party did not participate in
the work being verified. The logic of independent verification is that someone who first does the
work (or a part of it) and then checks it for correctness, may simply repeat the same error of
omission or commission twice. However, a person who is experienced and qualified in the work,
but who did not actually carry it out, is best equipped, by experience and by not having
participated, to recognize the errors made by others doing the same work.

The clearest form of independent verification is an authenticating signature or initials, indicating
that the signer observed the work and confirms that it was done properly. This is the sense in
which independent verification is understood in this report. It is the sense in which it was
understood in the report on nuclear maintenance practices (INFO-0429) which was prepared in
1991 for the AECB. And it is the sense in which it is understood with respect to operations in
the nuclear facilities and administrative headquarters which we visited.

There is nothing either impossible or wrong about independent verification being carried out by
supervisors. Neither is there any intrinsic objection to it being carried out by other employees,
or members of special verification groups. Any number of arrangements are possible, so long
as the verifier and the worker are not one and the same person.

The simple definition of independent verification adopted in this report covers all of the
administrative possibilities consistent with a correct use of the term. We define independent
verification as a second person observing and verifying control settings shortly after the
controls have been changed by a first person. This definition is specific to operations, which
is the focus of this report, as opposed to maintenance, which was the focus of INFO-0429. This
definition distinguishes between supervision and independent verification. Supervision, as
discussed above, means overseeing, including suggestions or orders from a superior to a
subordinate about what to do, but does not itself imply the systematic and obligatory
confirmation of specific actions. It distinguishes between authorization or confirmation and
independent verification. Authorization and confirmation are paper activities, not verification
activities. And it distinguishes between cooperative work and independent verification.
Cooperative work may be a valuable work method, but it is different from independent
verification.

This report details our findings and recommendations about the practice of independent
verification, as defined above.
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2. Introduction

In our visits to plants and regulatory agencies in Canada, Japan, the U.S., the U.K., Germany,
and France, we found that independent verification is used sparingly. The first section of our
report describes those uses. We then discuss attitudes towards and concerns about independent
verification. We describe how the goals of independent verification can be and are achieved in
other ways. On the basis of our knowledge of human error, and on our conversations at the
various plants, we recommend research that could be undertaken to assist in achieving the goal
of independent verification; namely, the reduction of error. Finally, we describe policies that
would be considered with respect to independent verification. Detailed descriptions of each of
our 11 visits are included in the appendices to this report (issued as a separate volume).

3. Uses of Independent Verification

Independent verification can be carried out either routinely or occasionally. We found
independent verification was used routinely in the following situations:

1. Where serious errors had occurred in the past (Canada, U.S., U.K.)

2. Where there are no alarms which signal incorrect control settings, as in fire safety
systems (U.K.).

3. Where personal safety is at risk, as in isolation prior to maintenance (Canada, Germany).

4. Where major areas of the plant are isolated to ensure all isolations are done and nuclear
safety is not degraded (U.K.).

5. Where safety systems are returned on-line (U.K.).

6. Where safety system controls are changed during an operational test and there is no
control state indication in the control room (Canada).

7. Where the task is complex and the risk due to improper completion is high, as in
radiation surveys prior to shipping (U.K.).

8. During abnormal events (Canada and Germany).

9. During start-ups (U.K., Japan and Germany).

10. Where an error could have serious consequences, as in work on connectors to control
computers (Canada).
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In summary, independent verification is used to guard against hazards to personnel caused by
working on incompletely isolated systems, to guard against unrecognized failures of safety
systems, to guard against potentially serious errors, and to ensure that complex tasks have been
carried out correctly.

Independent verification has been introduced following serious errors. For example, at
Hartlepool Nuclear Plant in the U.K., operating policy requires that at least some fire systems
be available at all times. Isolating these systems requires operation of 30 to 40 switches,
however, twice it happened that all systems were isolated simultaneously. Since there is no alarm
to warn of this, independent verification was introduced.

Recently, Pickering NGS introduced independent verification following a serious error at Bruce
NGS. A maintainer at Bruce removed the isolation from equipment on one unit when isolation
was supposed to have been removed from the same equipment on another unit. This error could
have resulted in death or serious injury to a maintainer who was working on a system which he
thought was still isolated. As a result, independent verification is now required at Pickering
when equipment is de-isolated.

In addition to formal independent verification procedures, supervisors may independently verify
maintenance jobs and operations when they are not sure that an employee has the skills or
experience to complete the task successfully.

Aï Darlington NGS and at a pressurized water reactor (PWR) nuclear power plant visited in the
U.S., we reviewed chemical analysis procedures. At both plants, most procedures involve the
running of samples with reference solutions of known concentrations. In our opinion, this is an
acceptable alternative to independent verification. At Pickering, Darlington and at Hartlepool
Nuclear Plants, we met with personnel in radiation protection. Again constancy checks of
radiation measuring equipment were done with sources of known levels of radioactivity. The
health physics department does repeated surveys, generally involving different personnel each
time. These surveys are checked against previous surveys of the same areas. Thus, there is
delayed independent verification.

4. Attitude Towards Independent Verification

The attitude towards independent verification among the nuclear industry people we spoke to in
the U.S., in the U.K., and in France was that it is impractical to independently verify most
operations or tasks because of the high labour costs. The practice in these countries is to
emphasize good work habits. In the U.K., the U.S., France and Canada, there is an approach
to training called STAR: "stop, think, act and review": in other words, verify your own work.
In the U.K., production bonuses have been found to reduce costly production-related errors.
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In Japan, team work is encouraged. Canadian operators also commented that team work was
valuable for ensuring the correct approach was taken during a transient or a shutdown and for
catching potential errors.

5. Negative Consequences of Independent Verification

There are two sides to all independent verification procedures. The positive side is their potential
to reduce errors by direct observation and verification of control settings. The negative side is
the increase in labour and time requirements. A concern raised in the U.S., in Canada and in
France was that with independent verification, people would depend on others to check their
work and so would act less responsibly towards their own work. An opposing view was that
people have sufficient pride in their own work that this would be unlikely to occur. At the Nil
in the U.K., we were told of mechanical inspections which are made by the manufacturer, by
the plant and by a third party. The manufacturer has expressed reluctance to be held responsible
for defects when there are two other inspections performed.

A concern raised in the U.S. was that requiring independent verification in a radiation
environment would expose twice the number of workers to radiation.

An independent verification procedure which is followed only on paper because of workload will
not necessarily improve safety or efficiency. An example was given from the U.K. of a foreman
who was supposed to independently verify isolation prior to signing 30 work orders. Each
verification took 15 minutes. The situation made it impossible for the foreman to carry out the
required verification before signing the work orders. Before mandating independent verification
in a particular situation, the practical constraints must be considered. Otherwise, it is pointless
to require it.

6. Achieving Independent Verification Goals in Other Ways

The safety and efficiency goals of independent verification can be largely met in other ways:
through valve lineup checks, tag out checks, and other routines at the start of each shift or prior
to major changes in plant state. Safety and efficiency can also be maintained by delayed
independent verification. This means repeated scheduled inspection, e.g. weekly radiation
surveys, done by different people. Whether or not immediate independent verification is required
depends on how critical it is to leave a given control in the wrong position. If this would
compromise safety or efficiency if left for an entire shift, and if there is no immediate and
evident control room feedback, then independent verification should be considered, especially
if other circumstances make it unlikely that the error will be found - e.g. no quality assurance
testing, no alarms, and no system state response (e.g. a safety system).

The campaigns to encourage workers to "stop, think, act and review" as practised in France, in
the U.K. at Hartlepool, in the U.S. at the PWR nuclear power plant and in Canada at Pickering
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are commendable. However, they are not a substitute for independent verification. Their
limitations must be acknowledged. With experience, human performance becomes more and
more automated. The novice driver is aware of every action, and frequently makes errors. The
experienced driver drives skilfully and much of the time on "auto-pilot", that is without verbal
awareness of his or her driver behaviour. This is a natural outcome of a highly practised skill.

The "stop, think, act, review" approach encourages people to go back to the more inefficient
conscious stage of performance they could not avoid as novices. Unfortunately, no matter how
motivated a worker is, it is extremely difficult to carry out a well-learned task in this manner
for very long. One only has to imagine trying to drive, dress, wash, type, or perform any well-
learned activity in this way to see how difficult this would be to sustain. The reactor operators
interviewed at the PWR nuclear power plant in the U.S. said as much. They said that although
this was a good idea as a general philosophy, in practice there was not time to do this. In any
case, a good operator would tend to come to a state where he did many of the procedures
without having to go through such steps explicitly.

7. Recording and Analysis of Errors

While independent verification and alternative approaches like self-verification are intended to
correct or reduce individual errors, they do not by themselves help to locate and eliminate the
source of system-dependent errors. Errors that are caught and corrected, and so never show up
in statistics, are much more frequent than errors that are missed and which then result in
significant events. Since relatively few errors go uncorrected, and even fewer of those result in
Significant Event Reports (SERs), the available information on error frequency and location
throughout the system is sparse. More complete error information is needed in order to give
managers, system designers, trainers and human factors engineers a better appreciation of the
system weak points, and a better set of priorities in making system changes. A production
manager at Pickering referred to such errors as systemic errors and expressed his opinion that
it was as important to look at these as to follow-up SERs.

We recommend that Quality Assurance Departments of Canadian nuclear power plants develop
error data bases by collecting incident data over a six-month to one-year period in each plant.
Collecting critical incident data as has begun at the PWR nuclear power plant in the U.S., and
as is done at Hartlepool Nuclear Plant in the U.K., in commercial aviation, and in traffic
engineering analyses, quickly generates an adequate error database.

Analysis of air traffic control performance errors has shown that potentially serious errors do
not differ from trivial errors (Langan-Fox and Epson, 1985). What makes one error serious and
another trivial are the circumstances in which it occurs. For example, inadvertently running a
stop sign seldom results in a traffic accident because there is usually no other vehicle in the
intersection when the error is made. Switching on the wrong stove burner can delay dinner, but
seldom results in a catastrophe. But if there is a pot of oil on the wrong burner, a catastrophe
may indeed happen. We suspect that the same is true in nuclear power plants - errors are serious
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bccausc of the circumstances in which they occur. Therefore it is valuable to track errors
because eventually those that are frequent will occur in circumstances such that an accident will
result.

Collecting a data base of errors will reveal systemic problems that can then be resolved in a
variety of ways: through training, through redesign of the workspace, or through changes in
procedures. A real example of a system design problem is unclear differentiation of reactor
units. As a Pickering operator commented, most of the time when a "wrong unit" error is made,
it is not serious. For example, one might top up the oil in a generator for the wrong unit.
However, other "wrong unit" errors can be very serious, as was the case for the isolation error
at Bruce.

It is a truism to say that accidents are statistically rare events. They depend on a combination
of circumstances coming together and are very seldom the result of a single problem. Because
of the statistical infrequency of accidents, knowing what accidents have occurred is not
necessarily the best indicator of what type of accidents will occur. It is more fruitful to look at
errors, which are much more common.

In nuclear power plants, attention is focused on SERs. Changes in procedures, training and
workplace design arise from root cause analysis. This is important but insufficient if one wishes
to reduce future errors and hence SERs.

It must be emphasized that the ability to collect error data is critically dependent on the attitudes
of the regulators and management to errors. If people feel they will be penalized or feel
mistrustful of management motivations they will be unwilling to report errors. Such an
atmosphere derailed an attempt to do this at a plant in the U.K. An attitude of using errors for
corporate learning and procedure and training improvement would need to be combined with a
"blame-free" atmosphere or anonymous reporting system for error data to be successfully
collected.

8. Policy Recommendations for Independent Verification

Pending further error analysis in Canadian nuclear power plants, the following policy may be
considered with respect to independent verification.

Independent verification means the observation and confirmation by a second person of control
actions taken by a first person. The observation need not be simultaneous, but for the second
observation to qualify as independent verification and not routine inspection it must be
specifically related to the control actions of the first person, and it must follow those actions
with a delay of less than a complete shift.

Independent verification is essential if either of the following statements is true:
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1. Important control actions are not reflected in feedback about system status which can be
observed in the control room. Changing valve settings on some safety systems is one
such example.

2. The action involves isolation or de-isolation of a system which if improperly isolated or
de-isolated would be hazardous to maintainers working on it. Working on electrical
systems is a clear example.

Other techniques may be substituted for independent verification if they are logically equivalent.
Some examples of a logically equivalent system in use in Germany are:

1. Key locks on safety system valves which prevent the valves from being changed without
removing a key from a visible key storage panel in the control room, and prevent them
from being restored to position without removing the key and returning it to the storage
panel.

2. Multiple lockouts on electrical panels, in which every trade (and a supervisor) must
remove a physically separate lock to re-activate a panel.

Still other techniques may be substituted for independent verification when the consequences of
incorrect actions do not immediately compromise individual operator safety or system safety.
Such techniques include delayed verification, which can take the form of checks prior to major
changes in plant status, routine status checks at the beginning and end of each shift, or periodic
routine field inspections of the state of less critical systems, so long as both the delayed
verification and the routine inspections are carried out successively by different operators. Many
such techniques are currently in use at Darlington NGS and Pickering NGS.

Independent verification is not recommended for routine operations where there is control room
feedback about resulting changes in system status, or where operation errors will produce no
immediate hazard to individual operators or to system safety. However, it is important that
supervisors or quality assurance personnel sample performance of every operation and procedure
from time to time. Also, supervisors must use their own judgment to determine when more
independent verification is needed, because of a lack of experience on the part of the personnel
involved or because of the complexity of a particular task.

Our overall impression from 11 visits in 6 countries was that at Canadian nuclear power plants
as much, if not more, independent verification is performed as at foreign nuclear power plants.
We do not see at this time the need to require more. Developing and analyzing a critical incident
data base may, however, elicit situations in which independent verification would be practical
and fruitful in preventing future incidents.


